
SHINING A LIGHT ON THE
'DARK ART' OF DIMINUTION
VALUATIONS IN
DILAPIDATIONS CLAIMS: A
RESPONSE TO COVID-19

Paul Raeburn, Chartered Surveyor, RICS Accredited Mediator, Arbitrator and Head of Dilap

Solutions, a niche firm of Chartered Surveyors specialising in helping tenants resolve

dilapidations disputes, examines the fundamentals of section 18 Diminution Valuations (DVs)

and their significance following COVID-19.

WHAT IS A DIMINUTION VALUATION?

Under section 18(1) of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1927, a DV is a way of capping a landlord’s

dilapidations claim against a tenant in England and Wales. This cap can result in a significant

reduction in the tenant’s dilapidations payment to the landlord and whilst a valuable tool, DVs

are often overlooked. 

Generally, a chartered building surveyor prepares the dilapidations schedule, detailing the costs

of repairs, decorating and reinstating alterations, which the tenant has allegedly breached under

the covenants in the expired lease. This is the basis of the landlord’s dilapidations claim against

the tenant.

However, as the actual impact on the property's open market value is often far less than the

tenant building surveyor's assessment of repair costs, section 18(1) states that the landlord’s

claim must be capped at the lower of the two. Assessing the impact on the property’s value is

the specialism of a chartered valuation surveyor (valuer), rather than a building surveyor. 



COVID - 19 

Despite the business implications of

Coronavirus and the Government’s attempts

to ease their economic impact, leases will

continue to expire, or have break clauses

triggered, so landlords will continue to make

dilapidations claims. Claims are likely to

increase as properties are vacated at lease

expiry or break due to tenants’ inability to

occupy and operate; or following a strategic

decision to pivot their businesses online; or

by having more staff working from home.

As we emerge from the pandemic, DVs can

be easily prepared for tenants through a

combination of pre-existing location

knowledge, desk-top research, online

comparisons, exit photographs and of course

inspection. 

legitimate way for tenant businesses to

reduce their Corporation Tax liability, in turn

helping cashflow and enabling them to make

advance provision.

4. Knowing if the statutory cap is likely to

reduce their dilapidations payment to the

landlord will help businesses to save

valuable cash reserves.WHY DVS MATTER

A DV report strengthens the tenant’s

position in any dilapidations negotiations

as it shows the common law (Cost of

Works) position as being usually more

than the actual loss to the landlord

(Diminished Value).

A DV report enables the tenant to send

the landlord a more compelling and

realistic Calderbank/Part 36 offer.

Including DVs Assessments (Accounting

FRS 102) in their accounts are a 

DVs can be an easily overlooked lifeline to

commercial tenants and are something that

their professional advisers should have in

their toolbox for the following reasons:

1.

2.

3.

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

Under section 18(1) and caselaw, the

general principle is to assess the diminution

or reduction in value, if any, of the condition

of the premises that the landlord can expect

back once the lease ends under the terms of

the lease. The diminution in value would

then represent a cap on the damages

payable to the landlord.

If this diminution in value is more than, or

equal to, the cost of the repair, reinstatement

etc works, then those costs negotiated

between each side’s building surveyors will

be the value of the dilapidations claim.

 



Conversely, if the valuation surveyor’s

assessment of the diminution in value is less

than the cost of works, then the value of the

claim will be capped at this lower figure. 

Section 18(1) assessments need two

valuations:

Valuation A - the value of the landlord’s

interest assuming that the premises are in the

condition they should be under the terms of

the lease on the lease end date; and

Valuation B - the value of the landlord’s

interest in its actual condition on the leaseend

date.

These two valuations can only be made

independently of one another if the valuer has

access to open market comparable evidence

of similar properties in each distinct

condition. 

Valuers usually determine Valuation A by

looking at comparable transactional evidence

but then, without any true comparisons for

the dilapidated state, deduct the aggregated

cost of works from Valuation A, to arrive at

Valuation B. 

Diminution in Value is made up of two

elements: 

1. The cost of claimed works which ‘survive’

two technical ‘filters’ used by the valuer:

Supersession – removing items which are

known will be, or are likely to be, destroyed,

or overridden, by the likely hypothetical

buyer’s works of upgrading, modernising and

altering the property to best meet current

open market demand; and

‘Not Value-Affective’ items – examining the

property’s ‘age, character and locality’  and

likely ‘calibre’ of prospective tenant, to decide

which items are likely to contribute, and

which will not, to recovering the value

expected of similar properties. This will also

take into account local market trends such as

evolving changes of use.

When looking at the likely impact on value of

the breaches, it is important to consider the

hypothetical buyer (eg an investor or owner-

occupier) of the landlord’s interest at the

lease date, and how their bid would be

affected, if at all, by the disrepair. The

property’s likely evolution to best meet ever

changing modern uses and demand is

therefore crucial, particularly in the current

climate.

2. Loss of Rent, and other mesne profits (eg

void rates, building’s insurance etc.) linked to

the dilapidations. However, if the valuer can

show that the property is likely to have its

marketability enhanced by alterations and 



improvements anyway, which works would take a similar time to, and could run concurrent with,

the dilapidations works, then this part of the claim may be reduced.

Conclusion

Tenants should use the distinct specialisms of both the chartered building surveyor and the

chartered valuation surveyor (Valuer) to ensure minimised dilapidations payments. 

As traditional dilapidations consultancies only provide building surveyors, Paul established

Dilapsolutions to uniquely provide both specialists. Paul and his colleagues are on a mission to

debunk the 'dark art' of DVs and highlight their importance in making sure dilapidations disputes

are resolved fairly. As businesses emerge from the pandemic, it is more important than ever that

tenants and their advisers are aware of the value of DVs.

Our video explains how we provide a building and valuation surveyor for the cost of one, vastly

reducing how much you owe. Click on the envelope below to watch. 

For further details or questions visit: www.dilapsolutions.com, email paul@dilapsolutions.com  or

call 0330 094 5446.

https://www.dilapsolutions.com/
mailto:paul@dilapsolutions.com
https://youtu.be/a3LX7o4BzJo

